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Wayne Gates, Director 
Engineering and Design Analysis 
Hyundai Motors America 
10550 Talbert A venue 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708 

Dear Mr. Gates: 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
v\/c1shington, DC 20590 

NEF-103ndo 
PE19-003 

This letter is to inform you that the Office of Defects Investigation (ODI) of the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has opened a Preliminary Evaluation 
(PE19-003) to evaluate alleged non-crash vehicle fires on model year (MY) 2011-2014 Hyundai 
Sonata and Santa Fe vehicles (subject vehicles) that were manufactured by Hyundai Motors 
America (Hyundai), and to request certain information. 

ODI has granted a defect petition (DPl 8-003) from the Center for Auto Safety requesting OD I's 
investigation of non-crash fires on the subject vehicles. This office has received 160 Vehicle 
Owner Questionnaire (VOQ) reports of non-crash fires for the subject vehicles. An electronic 
image of each of the reports has been e-mailed to your office. A list of the reference numbers of 
the reports is shown at the end of this letter. 

Unless otherwise stated in the text, the following definitions apply to these information requests: 

• Subject vehicles: All MY 2011-2014 Hyundai Sonata and MY 2011-2014 Hyundai
Santa Fe, and all other Hyundai vehicles equipped with Theta II, Lambda II, Gamma and
Nu engines, manufactured for sale or lease in the United States, including, but not limited
to, the District of Columbia, and current U.S. territories and possessions.

• Alleged defect A: Non-crash fires that originated, may have originated, or were alleged
to have originated in the engine compartment, which were caused by, may have been
caused by, or were alleged to have been caused by engine failures (including but not
limited to, engine seizures and/or Hyundai customers that may have reported engine
issues, such as engine knock, noise, sputtering, or stalling prior to the fires).

• Alleged defect B: Non-crash fires that originated, may have originated, or were alleged
to have originated in the engine compartment, which were not caused by, or may not
have been caused by, engine failures (e.g., Hyundai customers did not report
experiencing any engine issues, such as engine knock, noise, sputtering or stalling prior
to the fires).
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11016078, 11022683, 11164364, 11023916, 11030381, 11043333, 11045499, 11057393, 

11057396, 11058273, 11162844, 11060659, 11161091, 11066433, 11066583, 11160681, 

11081124, 11157188, 11081341, 11082829, 11155821, 11090028, 11091115, 11102289, 

11155488, 11102708, 11102866, 11103420, 11154432, 11104584, 11110362, 11153979, 

11112530, 11115112, 11115234, 11115291, 11115600, 11118528, 11118695, 11152354, 

11121653, 11122979, 11122570, 11123583, 11124397, 11124486, 11128195, 11129928, 

11130638, 11130821, 11130902, 11131691, 11131686, 11139611, 11140750, 11140546, 

11140573, 11144171, 11140567, 11143313, 11142780, 11141082, 11142519, 11141187. 
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